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An update for members on these burning issues.
 
CAR SCHEME
There are two aspects to the dispute:

-          the original scheme and it’s unlawful / unilateral removal and
-          the future and the most appropriate scheme.

 
Members will recall we referred the unilateral removal of this benefit as an unfair labour practice
(benefits) to the CCMA. As expected, no settlement at conciliation and we pended arbitration
whilst trying to resolve it internally. It was agreed with management that we would try to
achieve an internal resolution.
 
We are really irritated now about how long it is taking to resolve, so have asked our attorney to
apply for arbitration. This includes a condonation application that is required as the 90 days to
refer after conciliation is over. There was agreement that the University would not oppose
condonation but the CCMA commissioner still has to make a ruling. This will deal with whether
the original scheme must be re-instated, which UKSU believes it must be as it was a benefit
unilaterally removed. The University’s own legal opinion was that it was a benefit.
 
In terms of the future, the UKSU Executive acknowledges there are risk issues with the current
scheme. UKSU met with ABSA reps and there was discussion to put mitigation strategies in place.
UKSU had also approached all of the other banks but they were not interested. We then met
with ABSA and management and things looked hopeful. The University asked for additional
insurance cover to cover the losses. Then things started dragging even more.
 
The most recent proposal from management is to put it out to tender. UKSU could not refuse as
that could be considered unreasonable. We did say the task team had to have a tight timeframe
and it’s already nearly two months with no action! This is also informed the decision to ‘revive’
the arbitration, so that at least in the interim staff could access the benefit.
 
PPHL
You will recall from a previous message that the University required the providing bank to make
a change to the agreement the University would be required to sign, confirming it would deduct
the repayments from salaries. The change was made and the CFO requested a legal opinion on
this amended document. UKSU has been advised the CFO met with the attorney on Monday and
the opinion will be received Friday, so we expect a response relatively shortly.
 
INSOURCED STAFF & CMS+RMS CONTRACT STAFF
UKSU met today with the ED: HR to receive an update.
CMS, RMS contract staff: The matter is being addressed with commitment and EMC is meeting
tomorrow (Thursday) to confirm the plan to move forward, after this meeting UKSU will be given
an update.
Insourced staff: The current terms related to employment are until the end of February 2019.
The post jobs have been evaluated for the level of appointment.  The University is moving to
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provide staff with their updated letters. Insourced staff are permanent staff, who had special
terms for the first three years, i.e. from March 2016 for three years, which ends 28 February
2019.
 
LINE OF SIGHT
Please note that consultation has not yet concluded on the amended performance management.
This cannot be implemented until the consultation process is completed appropriately.
 
Regards
UKSU Executive
 


